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"No More Peace"Places
Faith In Humanitarianism
Z 264
VOL. LXV.
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Actors Offer Peace
Play Tomorrow Night
By Dr. Arthur N. Leonard
On January 11 and 12 the Robinson players are to present, in English translation, Ernst Toller's "Nie
Wieder Friede". The following notes
on Toller's life and works are offered
in the hope that those who attend the
play will feel a quicker response to
the satire which underlies "No More
Peace".
One easily thinks of Toller's life as
an epitome of his generation; and his
works, like Goethe's, are "fragments
of a great confession." Born in Bavaria in 1893, Toller developed a genuine dislike for German militarism.
At the outbreak of the World War he
Joined the German forces, and was
promoted for bravery at Verdun; but
his experiences convinced him of the
Injustice of war. His radical views
and activities resulted early in 1918
in hi3 incarceration in a military prison. This resulted in his first drama,
"Transformation", in which the germs
of the later expressionistic movement
are clearly evident.
Social and Spiritual
Themes Haunt Dramas
Toller was released from prison in
the summer of 1918, but was rearrested less than a year later and sentenced to imprisonment for five years
in a military fortress. During this
period several plays were written, the
two best known bearing the significant titles "The Machine Wreckers"
and "Masses and Man".
The former depicts an episode 1"
the Industrial revolution in England
shortly after the Napoleonic wars.

This play reminds one strongly of
Gerhart Hauptmann's "The Weavers".
The theme of "Masses and Man" is
the conflict between the individual
and the mass group; the question as
to whether one shall follow his own
conscience, if the social group seems
to him to be at fault. The play is in
seven scenes, showing marked evidences of the expressionistic school.
It is interesting to note that the part
of Sonja Irene, the only character Individualized, was played at Its first
performance In Berlin in 1921 by Marlene Dietrich. Whereas in "Transformation" the crowd is shown following a spiritual leader In "Masses and
Man" the crowd is easily led by the
rabble-rousers.
Places Faith
In Humanitarianism
By this time Toller had become
quite disillusioned and for the time
being his philosophy of humanitarianism gave way to one of pessimism.
Lack of space forbids comment on
others of Toller's plays. "No More
Peace", one of his later works, written in the original in seven scenes, is
a satire on peace and war; and the
spectator must bear this in mind if
he is to understand the message
which Toller wishes to convey. One
might think of Toller agreeing with
Goethe who said 150 years ago:
"Against the superiority of another
there exists no weapon or remedy
save love*'. Toller believed finally
that a sincere humanitarianism is the
one remedy In this world so torn
with strife and conflict.

Community Servicemand Studies
Top Activities of Class of '39

"No More Peace", termed by Its
director—an experimental play, promises to receive enthusiastic support
of Its performance tomorrow and Friday evenings.
A satiric ccmedy, it attacks the
more or less ridiculous phasea of
modern warfare in a rather serious
vein.
Scenic effects are particularly
good as we move from Heaven to
Earth and back again throughout the
two acts. Heaven with its blue skies
and white clouds affords a rather incongruous setting for the wrangllngs
of Napoleon and St. Francis. Earth
with its black atmosphere is perhaps
more fitting for the warlike nation of
Ounk el stein.
The play does not follow the ordinary rules of good playwritlng and
acting in which the chief end is realistic motivation, characterization, and
action. Here, the action is mechanized and exaggerated, the characters,
although having modern counterparts,
are not real or human.
Noah, the shrewd yet lazy, ne'erdo-well, is perhaps the most charming character aud Jack Senior '42,
whose ability was apparent in "Our
Town", handles the role capably.
John Marsh '43, as the clever financier Laben who sells out his Jam factories at war prices, is equally able
to supply a pair of silver wings for
Angel 1100 in return for her calling
the war to a halt. Most amusing is
Socrates' ride on the elevator from
Hades to Heaven where he i" called
in to advise about the war situation
on Earth. Robert Oldmixon '42 takes
this part. Theatre-goers will feel no
sympathy at the downfall of the dictator—a role ably filled by George
Kirwin '42. Connie Roy '42, a veteran
of two years, will please in the appealing role of RachselIncluded also in tb,i cast are such
stars as Rowena Faljchild '41, Betty
Swann '41. John Maljone '4J, Myr«»n
Kellen '43. Jack Morris '41. George
Antunes '43 and Bill Lever '41.

By Rlchnrd Dearborn '41
Despite the fact that the economic
aspects of the year 1939 showed little
improvement over preceding depression years, the consistent high level
of unemployment figures, and the general pessimism regarding t*u onr.ook
for college graduates, statistics regarding the graduate lactivitles of
the members of the class of '39 show
that for mosc part they have b;on
able to evade the dreadful bugbear of
unemployment. Of the 132 memners
of the class. 62 have found active employment, 42 are continuing their
studies in graduate school, the remaining 28 being unemployed or uncontacted.
Of the 57 per cent who found positions after graduation, nearly hall
have become teachers, mainly in secondary schools. Five are in Junior
hgh or elementary schools, two of
which are principals. Twenty of the
pedagogues are employed in Maine
while the remaining seven are teaching in Massachusetts and New Hampshire schools. The second largest occupational field is that of social work
m which eight are engaged mainly
as investigators and case workers for
the state or federal governments,
'lhree members have become occu-

pied in the field of Journalism, four as
chemists, two in psychiatric work,
and three in the insurance field. Other occupations Include sales clerks,
laboratory assistants, bank messenger, pastor's assistant, manufacturing
and statistical work.
A large per cent of the 32 per cent
who chose to continue their training
yt graduate schools have positions a<
graduate assistants and fellows. Nine
students are at medical school and
tour are engaged in the study of pubIk- health. Law and theology are being studied by four students each and
the department of economics and sociology claims seven. Of the graduate
schools represented, Harvard and
Tufts share top honors with seven
students apieca. Other colleges attended range from Minnesota, Iowa.
Illinois, and Ohio State in the midwest, McGlll in Canada, to Princeton.
Yale. Columbia. Boston University,
New York University and Clark in the
East.
Thus last year's graduates continue
to maintain the high level of employment set by classes of previous years
and uphold Bates' record of representation and achievement In many diversified fields of endeavor.

College Students Announce
Engagements Over Holidays
Lib MacGregor—Charlie Crooker
When a group of coeds gave Lib
MacGregor '40 a surprise party in
the Women's Union, before vacation,
they were themselves surprised when
Lib's engagement to Charlie Crooker
•40 was announced. They plan to get
married a year or two from this June
because next year Charlie is entering
Yale Divinity School to study for the
ministry, and Lib wants to go to the
Hickox Secretarial School in Boston.
Then, when they get married Lib says
they'll he living wherever Charlie
finds a church.
It is interesting to note that the
stone in Lib's engagement ring is a
golden beryll from a hill here in
Maine, and was cut and set by a
Bates graduate.
Martha Greenlaw—Bob Altaian
The very night Martha Greenlaw
•40 arrived home for Christmas vacation Bob Allman '39 gave her an en-

gagement ring. The stone Is a ruby
because their favorite color is red.
After graduation Martha is going
to do social work "as near Boston as
possible", and she plans to continue
social work after she is married. In
about two years—just as soon as they
can afford a radio, vlctrola, and a
car, they'll be married and be living
in a suburb of Boston. But their future aim is to raise minks in Surry,
Maine.
Hazel Turner—John Leard
Another engagement which was announced during Christmas vacation
was that of Hazel Turner '40 to John
Leard '38. Johnnie received his M.A.
last year from the Columbia Graduate
School of Journalism, and also received there the Pulitzer Prize. Aa a
result of this scholarship, he now la
on his way to South America, and
will arrive there Jan. IB.
I
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Prize Speaking Tryouts
Take Place Tomorrow
The tryouts for the annual JuniorSenior Prize Speaking Contest tomorrow afternoon in Libbey Forum
will begin at 3:30 witn each candidate reading from manusi ript a lv)0word speech suitable for presentation
before the student body. The four
best speakers selected tomorrow will
later be heard in chapel programs,
in which competition the winners
will receive cash awards.
All contestants are asked to see
Prof. Brooks Qulmby to make a definite appointment for the tryouta.
President Clifton D. Gray is this
week attending the annual meeting
of the Association of American Colleges at Philadelphia.

Bobcat Five Seeks
Mule Hide Tonight
Probable Starting Une.ups
BATES
MAINE
Raftery, if
If. Bimouaukas
Stover, rf
rf, Peters
Webster, c
c, Malins
Witty, lg
'g. Hatch
Kenney, rg
rg, Shiro
The varsity basketball team will be
battling against its State Series Jinx
tonight as they attempt to down a
strong Colby Squad in Alumni Gym
tonight. Buck Spinks' boys, still
smarting from their 61-47 closing
minutes loss to Maine Saturday night,
will be trying to annex their first Selies victories in three years. It -ys^
against Colby three years almost to
tue day that Bates last won a league
battle as a result of Normle Tardiff's
one-hand shot from the foul line with
seconds to go. Captain Howie Kenney and his brethren will be back in
their home stall tonight trying to
make history repeat itself.
Performing that task will not be
easy, however. Coach Eddie Roundy's
1940 edition of Mules has not a tooimposing record, but they have shown
potentialities. The Colby bunch have
won two against four losses, but the
victories have been in their last two
starts, and one of their defeats was
to Hartwick by four points. Bates
has won two and lost two.
Roundy's main problem was to replace Burrill, Hopkins, Spina, and
Irish, all first string men who graduated last spring. Left from last
year's squad are Malins, Peters, Rimousukas. Hatch and Pearl. Malins,
a forward, and Pearl, a guard, are,
incidentally, the only two members of
the team who played on Colby's first
varsity squad, three yeaA ago, which
tied Mai&e for the peunakt. Maiin» t»
fast and aggressive, J^Irl is steady
and probably the moSJJ experienced
man in basketball on the Colby team.
Bates fans will recall the Peters lad
also. It was this rangy forward who
flipped the ball through the strings
in the last half-minute of play to take
a game away from the Bobcats at
Waterville last year.
Chick Hatch, who plays guard, is
familiar for his role in Colby's backfleld last fall. He utilizes an aggressive style of attack, along with
"Baron" Pearl who did not see service
last year due to a back injury. Individual star of the team is probably
Rlmousukas, a lanky, stoop-shouldered lad, a smooth passer, fast on floor
play, with a fine eye for the hoop.
He is high scorer on the team to date.
Al started playing for the team as a
regular last year, when only a sophomore. He starred for the frosh aggregation the year previous, and
nio*>d up to the varsity after midyear St
IOHUIMI
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Noted Speaker Gives
Chapel Lecture Mori.
Preparations Continue
For Annual Carnival
Outing Club enthusiasts celebrate
the 20th Annual Winter Carnival this
year, when the fateful dates roll
around — Feb. 9 and 10 being this
year's dates. Already prominent Outing Club members have been heard
praying to Allah for snow. Richard
Martin '40, carnival chairman, announces that the Auburn Ice Company has consented to donate 20 extra large cakes of ice for the royal
throne, of the royal carnival queen.
Committees forthe execution of the
various activities connected with the
carnival have been announced by
Martin, and are as follows: Coed banquet, Dorothy Dole '41 and Orrin
Snow '41, chairmen, Marguerite Mendall '41, Margaret Hubbard '41, Natalie Webber '42, John Davis '40,
Stanley Austin '41, Malcolm Holmes
•40; Chase Hall Open House, Katherine Winne '41 and Richard Wall '41,
chairmen, Barbara Fish '41, Patricia
Bradbury "42, Ruth Ulrich '41, Richard Hoag '42, Joseph Millerick '41,
John James '42.
Interdorm Competition, , Donald
Pomeroy '40 and Alno Puranen '41,
chairmen, Ruth Nuckley '42, Lucille
Leonard '42, Virginia Yeomans '4'
Muriel Swicker '42, Frank Coffin '40,
Harry Shepherd '40, Ernest Johnson
'42; Open House at Tborncrag, Joan
Wells 10 and Hamilton Dorman '40,
chairmen, Priscilla Simpson '42, Irvine Fisher '41; Queen's Committee,
Kay Gould '40, chairman, Martha
Blaisdell '42, Joanne Lowther '41.
Elaine Humphrey '42.
Ski Meet. Robert Ireland '40, chairman, William Lever '41; Carnival Hop,
Gail Rice '41 and Harold Goodspeed
•40. chairmen. Janet McLean '41, Barbara Abbott "41. Jean Kenneston '42,
Carl Andrews '40, John Lloyd '42,
John Howarth '41, Ernest Oberst '41;
Awards, Patricia Atwater '40 and
Julie Thompson '42, chairmen, Ruth
Beal.
All-College Skate, Robert Langermann '42, chairman. Dexter Greene
'42, Clyde Glover "41, Richard Wise
•42, Wendall Bishop "42; Lollypop
Race, Katherine Curry "41, Jack Morris "41; Snow Sculpture, Robert Hulslzer '40, Bernice Lord '40; general
electrician, Ralph Caswell '41.

Boston Lawyer To Speak
At Men's Coffee Sunday
Mr. Pierce Long, eminent Boston
lawyer and loyal Bates booster, will
be the speaker at the third linen's coffte at Chase Hall Sunday afternon
at 4 o'clock, it was announced byRichard Wall '41, Chase Hall activities chairman.
A cordial invitation is extended to
faculty members as well as students.

EXAMINATION
MONDAY, JAM. 19
8:00 A. M.
English 101
English 351
Geology 421 (Carnegie)
German ^31
Psychology 333
1:50 P. M.
Biology 421
Education 44*
Psychology 201
TUESDAY, JAN. 80
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry" SOI
Fine Arts 201
History Sll
History 227
Physics 331
Sociology 101
1:30 P. M.
Biology 221
Chemistry 221
French 241 (Convant)
Geology SSI
German 111

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 81
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry 401
Greek 235
History 113
Music 201
1:80 P. M.
Economics 331
English 341
French 331
Physics 221
Physics 231
THURSDAY, FEB. 1
8:00 A.M.
Biology HI
Economics 217
Education 443
Geology 201
lit* P. M.
Biology 211
Education 861
English 401
Latin 107
Latin 109
Religion 101

Girls' Gym Prof Goes
On Leave Ian. 24

FRIDAY, FEB. 2
8:00 A. M.
English 211
English 221
English 261
German 461 (7 Hathom)
Philosophy 325
Sociology 371
1:80 P. M.
Biology 411
Chemistry 301
Government 301
Government 427
Latin 305
Mathematics 411
Speech 111
SATURDAY, FEB. 8
8:00 A. M.
Economics 211
Economics 321
French 461
Geology 313 (Carnegie)
German 401
Latin 118
Philosophy 303
Physics 351
Physics 462
Religion 321
1:30 P. M.
Chemistry 461
German 351
Hygiene 101M
Hyglena 101W

On Jan. 24th. Prof. Lena Walmsley will leave for New York City
where she will take advantage of her
belated sabbatical leave by studying
at New York University and Columbia
University.
The general
objective of her study will be to increase her fund of knowledge of various subjects related to physical education.
Miss Walmsley is at present trying
to squeeze into one short semester the
most profitable and useful courses.
While her curriculum at Columbia is
still indefinite, the outline for her
work at New York University is well
organized.
The most important
course to be pursued is a six point
[ODaUaaad am T*m» Voarl

Musical Clubs Feature
'Songs of Old7 At Pops
The Orphic Orchestra and the
Choral Society of 90 voices will feature the "good old songs of the good
old times" at the annual Pop Concert
on Friday evening, Jan. 19, in the
Alumni Gymnasium, it was announced
last night by Professor Seldon T.
Crafts.
The Concert will open at 8 p. m.
with selections by the Orphic Orchestra. Dancing will follow from 8:30 to
9:45 with music by the augmented
Bobcats. The highlight of the evening will be a 30-minute floor show
by the musical clubs, consisting of a
balcony chorus of 70 and a floor chorus of 20, and including the following soloists: Marguerite Shaw '40,
Charles Crooker '40, Genevieve Stephenson "43, Robert Oldmixon '42,
William Kuhn '43, John Marsh '43,
and Harry Vaughan '43. The Men's
Glee Club will also render three numbers. Dancing until midnight under
the baton of Stanton Smith "41 will
bring the program to a close.
Table reservations at 12.00 per couple may be made at the library with
Miss Eaton, who is serving as hostess
for the concert. This is the only formal of the year to which townspeople
come, making the affair a pleasing
combination of students, faculty, and
friends.

Rollo Brown Will
Discuss Differences
Between Novels
Rollo Walter Brown, biographer,
novelist, teachor and lecturer, speaks
in Chapel Monday evening at 8 on the
subject "Should Intelligent People
Read Novels?" The lecture title was
recommended by Mr. Brown himself
as being "a lively discussion of the
difference between the flimsy novel
and the one that has been created
with a true artistic purpose."
The name of Rollo Walter Brown
is already well known to most Bates
students through his writing, especially his biographies. He is generally
regarded as one of the finest modern
biographers. But in addition to his
reputation as an author, he is extremely well recommended as a lecturer for student audiences.
He has spoken at almost every educational Institution in America. G. I.
Rohrbough, president of Monticello
College, describes Mr. Brown as being "by odds the most effective lecturer that we have had on the campus. I am not acquainted with any
other American author who has so
sought to translate the awakened life
of the creative-minded into the language and the substance of students'
lives."
Many of Mr. Brown's books have
their setting in his native_ southeastern Ohio, where he worked as a boy
on a hill farm, in a clay mine and a
coal mine. He attended Harvard and
later taught at Harvard for many
years.
Some time ago he gave up teaching in order to concentrate on writing and lecturing. His best known
books include "Dean Briggs", "Lonely
Americans", "The Firemakers", "Next
Door to a Poet", and "1 Travel by
Train".
He was a pioneer in behalf of the
creative spirit in American education.
He likes his work and believes in it.
"I always have a good time," he says,
"discussing these subjects before student audiences."
The number of repeat performances
he is asked to give wdufa seem to
indicate that the students also have
a good time.

Leap Year Comes In
And O Johnny O
Girls! Here's your chance. We
hope that we will see you all
at the Leap Year Dance next
Saturday night. Better get your
dances now, girls, and make sure
of your intermission with that
"S. P.", the Bates ideal ed.
Imagine escorting him home!
But don't forget that the boys'
dorms have lights on their front
porches, too.

SCHEDULE
MONDAY, FEB. 5
8:00 A. M.
English 371
French 407
Latin 203
Mathematics 211
Sociology 211
Sociology 391
1:80 P. M.
Biology 311
French 103
German 101
German 311
Mathematics 311
Philosophy 366
Sociology 261

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
8:00 A. M.
Astronomy 301
Chemistry 101
Chemistry 111
English 231
1:80 P. M.
Chemistry 421
French 207
Greek 111
Greek 311
History 213
*
History 315
Physics 271
Religion 223
Speech 321

TUESDAY, FEB. «
8:00 A. M.
French 101
French 251
German 201
Spanish 201
Spanish 301

THURSDAY, FEB. 8
8:00 A. M.
Economics 305
French 307
Greek 211
Greek 223
Mathematics 113
Mathematics 413
Psychology 311

l:M P. M.
Chemistry 321
French 111
German 301
Sociology 341

1:80 P. M.
English 311
Government 201
History 325
Physics 371
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The Campus Radical . . .

PERSONALITY of the week: Who
* is THE man-about-campus — or
should we say "fly"-about-campus this
week? Not only this week but all the
"last" weeks we've known he had the
three B's for Bates: brawn par excellence in football; brains, too, as
Peter's psych assistant; and certainly
bravery in chapel last Saturday where
he presented clearly and constructively a problem pressing and pertinent. What thi3 college needs is more
Don Pomeroys; what Don Pomeroy
needs is a raft of March MO magazines—men's especially—to christen
his campaign for coeducation: and
what we as students need is initiative
to initiate important improvements
when the opportunity is given! ■ . .
Bates representatives (Bob Morris,
Ruth Nuckly, Marion Loveland, Dick
Carroll, Beatrice 1 Wilson, Harry
Shepherd, Irving Mabee, Marty Blaisdell, Frank Coffin, Ruth Ulrich, John
Tierney, K#y Curry, Dave Nickerson,
Jack Lloyd, Carolyn Hayden, and
Dick Martin) ushered in the New
Year by blasting forth the "Alma
Mater" on the corner of Boylston and
Tremont streets . . . Lib pulled a
fast one—her birthday tea turned out
to be a surprise for the surprisers...
Hazel Turner's birthday party must
have been good—three blown fuses
with the party winding up eating
cookies in the hall ... At last we
know the real reason for those
"honorable intentions" — "Johnnie
promised me a dog ... I love dogs
and I never had a dog" . . .
"Butterball" Thorn of Roger Bill
is compiling an edition of original
proverbs—one that bears repeating Is
"He who shoots for eleven and seven,
Will not find himself in heaven" . . .
The ambassadors of Aroostook and
Penobscot counties, Newt Wilder, exmayor of Bates, and Ed Edmlnster,
flew south once more to set their
standard of approval on ye campussy
wishing they were back again, and
boy do we! . . . "We love life" and
you can buy it for 10 cents and see
our own Kitty Winne as still life in
the Bowdoin art gallery . . . Breaking New Year's Resolutions are in
vogue . . . Most of the girls are
"reduction" bound . . . The eds resolve to stop shooting dice.

By Ralph Tuller '48

THE Iff COLLEGE FRATERNITY,
WAS ORGANIZED AT THE COLLEGE
OF WILLIAM AND MAIN ON DECEMBER 5.1776 OODLY ENOUGH,
OF THE FNE ORIGINAL FOUNDERS,
TWO WERE NAMED SMITH AND
'
ONE .JONES'
THE KEY WAS FORMERLY A
SILVER MEDAL . BUT LATER
THE STEM WAS ADDED FOR
THE PRACTICAL PURPOSE OF
NIGHTLY WINDING THE SCHOLAR'S

WATCH

•• ••

Weeks and Months Roll By
As 'STUDENT Reviews Year

OPEN

FORUIIj

of this country, although there are enormous numbers of Americans who never realize this. That is because the Maine college is
too earnesly engaged in education to go in for the sort of publicity "Reception Rooms
that has been often used to attract attention to an academic institu- And Wolves"
To the Editor:
tion.
When we have someone like Don
Pomeroy to get up In chapel and
"Those who appreciate the point of view of Maine faculties bravely sally forth on a problem such
never look for the spectacular and are not surprised when they as
the "reception room versus wolf
learn of some quiet development along cultural lines. This weekend one, we know that at least we have
something is happening at Bates College in Lewiston. The debating the material with which to cope with
teams of a dozen Maine high schools are coming together in a our difficulties. It seems strange that
a situation which Is as Important as
tournament.

"When the roll of the intellectuals is called it will be found that
institutions in Maine stand very near the top."

this one is to our college life has been
allowed to He dormant on the Bates
conscience for such a long time. Of
course, enjoying the capacity of a
freshman, I wouldn't know about the
efforts of previous years but I can
remember nothing which had been

■

Drink

eca
\

Delicious and
Refreshing, y^

PRESIDENT DELIVERS
ANNUAL MESSAGE
This week's news revolves about one
event—the assembling of the third
session of the Seventy-sixth Congress.
More specifically, the President's annual message on the state of the Union and the presentation of the national budget were of special importance in this election year.
The President's message before the
combined House, Senate and Cabinet
—as well as the entire world—was a
grave, serious outline of necessary
American policies in* the light of unhappy conditions throughout the
world. American troops will never be
sent abroad, he promises, but isolation
is equally impossible in the world of
1940. National defense must be increased. The Reciprocal Trade Program must be continued. America's
salvation in this alone—that she Justify Democracy by solving her economic problems through finding a
middle path between isolation and involvement in foreign entanglements.
Criticism was as usual: some Republicans could see no value in the
message; some Democrats lauded it
to the skies; the middle, least-prejudiced group considered the speech one
of the President's best—much in accordance with sentiment throughout
America.
•
•
•

BUDGET MESSAGE
JUICY MORSEL
The budget message gave critics a
juicier morsel in which to sink their
teeth. For the eleventh year in succession the budget tails to balance.
The national debt on June 30, 1941.
will be within 62 million dollars of the
45 billion dollar statutory limit. Taft,
Vandenberg, and Dewey all leapt at
the chance: they deplored the national debt, but offered little constructive criticism as to how it might
be lowered.
Presidential candidates must walk
softly; they must all deptore indebtedness while avoiding the bugbears

March 15—Gym Exhibition was a big
event for the coeds this week. We
learned that Mark Lelyveld a»
Harry Shepherd will head the STUDENT Staff next year.
March 21 —Kay Gould has been elected
to head Stu-G, and Franfc Coffin Is
the new Student Council president.
April 19—Peace Day demonstration today. Classes shortened for the program. I enjoyed hearing the Harvard Glee Club this week. "Ham"
Dorman is president of Outing
Club. Health Week began today.
Early morning hikes and lots of
James Vickery, Roger Jones, Art
fruit! More fun!
Wilder, and Joha Howarth. From
what I hear from the upper classApril 26—We all agree that Bertha
men the Campaign ought to be tunFeineman should be chosen Betty
Bates as the final event of Health May 20—Art Wilder won a glorious
Week. InitiaJhon of a Co-op movefight for Mayor. We wonder who
ment on cantpus Is being considburned the grandstand on Garceered. What 14 the campus opinion?
lon? Casco Bay Cruise another event
May 3—Frosh Sport dance. Hearts
this week. Swell.. .if you don't get
Abutter! Students disapproved of
sea sick. Ivy Hop to look forward
Voluntary Chapel Plan. 103 singto. Fenton Brothers are signed up
ers appeared in the seventh annual
for the affair. Heard a rumor today
Spring Concert of the Bates Musithat Tommy Reynolds will feature
cal Clubs.
at Commencement Hop. Bates is
May 17—The fellows had a chance to
hard at work preparing a Comentertain their Dads this week on
mencement Pageant commemoratthe first Father's Day to be had at
ing the 75th anniversary of the
Bates. Mayoralty candidates are
founding of Bates College.
October 6—Ralph Child revealed first
hand horrors of his personal experiences on the Athenia In a Chapel
talk.
Miss
Barbara
Kendall,
Mrs. Gould, Mrs. Nellie Libby, Mr.
Edward Powell, and Dr. John RadsmakeFnave been added to the staff.
October 11—Watch out fellows! 131
Frosh men enrolled. 70 women!
Hades Holiday today! Maybe I was
wrong!
October 25—Back to Bates with lots
of excitement. The Dedication of
the new Men's dorm wasn't washed
out in spite of the rain.
K

of higher taxes and reduced expenditures—both of which possibilities are
sure vote-losers.
The President's estimated 1941 deficit is, however, less than half that of
'39 and '40. Reductions are promised
in work relief and farm relief (already the sparks are flying about
that). General business improvement,
and $700,000,000 from the excess capital funds of government corporations
are big helps on the Income side of
the ledger.
On the other side, as the President's message prophesied, is increased expenditure for national defense. Nearly two billion of the total
$8,400,000,000 is for army, navy, and
air expansion.
News from abroad is varied. The
Russian army is discovering that Finland is a very cold country. The Allies are giving increasing aid to the
Finns and relations between England
and Russia are becoming proportionately strained.
HORE-BELISHA
REPLACED
Leslie Hore-Belisha was replaced in
the British cabinet by Oliver Stanley.
Considerable agitation has been raised
throughout England as to the explanation for Chamberlain's sudden removal of the active Secretary of State
for War.
British censorship oT American mail
to Germany has raised a" minor storm
cloud. The American Embassy presented a note objecting strenuously
to a continuation of such" practices.
Attorney General Frank Murphy
became the fifth member of the Supreme court appointed by President
Roosevelt. Robert Jackson became
the new Attorney General.
The Dies Committee for the Investigation of un-American activities last
week submitted a 15,000 word report.
Remarkably mild for the enthusiastic
Chairman Dies, the report stated
that not more than one million
Americans are affected by foreign activities. About 131 million Americans are still loyal to American Institutions. Dies wants more money
to examine more people to find more
un-American activities affecting more
loyal Americans. Hell probably get
it.
A board of Inquiry has decided that
a submarine did not sink the Athenia.
Everyone who saw the ship has been
found prejudiced. Unprejudiced people do not see submarines. They
drown just the same, though.

Yale University

Scheol of Nursing
A Profession for the
College Woman
The thirty-two months' course,
providing an intensive and basic
experience in the various branches
of nursing, leads to the degree of
Master of Nursing.
A Bachelor's degree In arts, science or philosophy from a college
of approved standing is required
for admission.
For catalogue and Information
address:
The Dean,
YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
New Haven, Connecticut

Special Student Service . . .
SAICITOirE CLEflfSING FOR FORMAL GARMENTS
Free Call nnd Delivery Service

Tel.
3820

Brains In Maine . . .

"There are parts of the country where a tournament suggests
athletic skills, but in Maine this assemblage of talent means exercises intellectual.

FROM THE NEWS

"

By Ruth J.. .Stevens »42
Dear Diary:
Entered as second-class matter at
January 13—The year 1939 started
Pssocialed Cbl!e6iaie Press
the Post Office, Lewiston, Maine
with the Seventh Annual Pops ConDistributor of
cert as the first social event. It
Subscription . . . $230 per year
was a swell dance! I had a wonin advance
derful time!
January 19—Governor Barrows spoke
today.at the Charter Day Service
in special chapel.
What makes a radical ? The obvious answer to that question is
February 9—Everyone was glad to
that it is largely a matter of viewpoint. Mr. Dies would term radiknow that Barbara Kendall was announced Carnival Queen- Roberta
cal anyone \rho knows the name of the Russian foreign minister.
Smith and Bob Morris are co-chairIn Gambridje, Mass., the council wished to label all owners of booKs
men of Carnival Activities. Two
containing the name Lenin as radical. To people in the United
new faculty members, Charlotte
States, long used to the privilege, it seems strange that totalitarian
Parrott and Joseph Conant, were
rulers consider critics of the regime as radicals. But, as we said, it
named by President Gray.
is a matter of viewpoint.
February 15—Bates Coeds were terribly disaupointed to learn that
Who is the campus radical—that stranger in our midst? It still
Jeff Lynn is not going to be able
60 attend CavnTValdepends on how you look at it, but four years of stuay seems to
February
22-»Carnlval is over and it
indicate that he has one or both of two qualities. First, he
was
wonderful.
The Scientific Exmay be what we oif'-handedly term "different". Second, ne has a
hibition comes soon and 4000 are
tendency to criticize the existing order of things.
expected to attend.
March
1—"Life in New York" will
He may be the fellow who studies on Saturday nights; or the
never be forgotten by those fortu"Pomeroy Discusses
coed more interested in biology than boys; or the Joe College in Vital Problem"
nate enough to see it.
high-water pants and brightly colored shirts; or the woman who To the Editor:
March 8—121 students' names were
prei'ers to go to class in over-alls. He is the star who quits a sport
A word concerning the Chapel adread In Chapel on Honor List. Who,
because he is tired of it or the coed who refuses to join a cmb be- dress of last Saturday by Donald
me? Of course not!
cause sne can see no sense in it. They are just different that's all. Pomeroy '40 Is perhaps apropos because it brings to a head and hence
Somehow or other, they are strange—they're radical!
into the sphere of concerted action a
OR
problem which has long been the subject of Ineffectual and for the most
He is the fellow who complains either to the professor or to part unconstructive grumblings.
the office when a course is consistently dull; while this is a matter
On the subject of student social reof professorial viewpoint, he may be the man who insists on ques- lations as on that of ttie cut system
tioning dogmatically presented conclusions; or granting the aomin- the paternalism of the college has
istrative point of view, it may be the critic of administrative uecis- seemed unnecessarily exaggerated.
Few doubt the sincerity of the adminions.
istration, but as with every form of
government, many of their methods
We can appreciate the "personal affront" first reaction of draw criticism.
student, professor or administrator, but before condemnation of
Here, then, is one of several camthe person who i3 critical or "different'' should come a second pus problems which concerns both adthought accompanied by toierance. The tolerant outlook will usually ministration and student body. There
is one effective means of dealing with
bring understanding. It is then an easy step to acceptance.
these matters. I offer them here for
they may be worth:
The first person to use a knife and fork instead of his hands what
1. Form a student committee reprewas a radical. There was talk about radicalism when they suggest- senting both sides of the campus.
ed the steam-engine, the telephone, flying. Compulsory education,
2. Meet and discuss with the propsocial security were once radical ideas. Perhaps tne radical has er representatives of the administrasomething to offer. Doesn't progress require a certain amount of tion, the concrete and logical suggestions made by Pomeroy.
radicalism?
3. Keep an open and receptive mind
for the ideas and explanations of the
administration, trusting them to do
the same, for it Is only through co(The following editorial clipped from the
operation and sympathetic thought
that we may adjust these differences,
"Boston Globe", we reprint with what we feel is
the result of our constantly changing
justifiable pride).
"The sturdiness of college life in Maine is one of the glories ideas.
James R. Walsh '41.
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By Lea

Campus Camera

Thirst and the need
for refreshment recognize
no season. The pause that
refreshes with ice-cold
Coca-Cola is a year 'round
answer to thirst that everybody welcomes. It leaves
you with an after-sense
of complete refreshment.

*4USE THAT REFRES HE S
Bottled under authority of Th« Coem-CoU Co. by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANT
39 Second Street Anburn, Me.

Catkins*
CltANSf RS • DV«RS " Qgggg

Tel.
3820
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Triple Header Features Hoopsters' Schedule Today
Frosh and Raiders
Clash in Pre-Lims
Bobkittens Face
Bridgton Academy
Tuesday Night
The hoop pupils of Coach Wendall
Mansfield will take to the court this
evening In a duel of baskets against
the habitual state champion high
school team of Winslow. The game
will be played as a preliminary to the
Colby-Bates game.
The Kennebec County hoopsters
have suffered but one defeat In their
season thus far. The all-powerful five
has collected the scalp of the Black
Raiders while the Brewer and MCI
delegations have suffered the wrath
of the Invaders. The MCI game was
won by a one point tally that la familiar to Bates basketball fans. The
'.oss of the "champs" was a decisive
defeat.
Leading the yearling delegates
against the invaders will be high point
man of the season to date, Carl Monk.
In the probable starting line-up with
Monk will be Harlan Sturgis, Slinging
rfammie Boyan, Red King, and Ted
Sveet. Boyan, who played in the MCI
game after a practice lay-off due to
a weak knee, was unable to hit his
usual stride in that game, but has resumed practice and is expected to be
back in his deadeye role this evening.
The freshman win in the MCI
game, illustrated all too well the importance of the foul shots scored. In
that battle the ba3keteers of the class
of '43 claimed seven foul shots out of
twelve tries, while the preppers failed
to collect when offered enough free
throws to win the game. Thus Coach
Mansfield has continued to tutor his
charges in the art of foul shooting
this week.
The frosh will next take to the
court on the following Tuesday In a
prologue to the New Hampshire-Bates
game when they meet the Bridgton
five.
Drop Into
THE QDALITI SHOP
143 College St S mln. from Campos
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
HaTe Ton Tried Our Silex Coffee!
Open 7 km M. to 10:M P. M.

Fur Trimmed Cloth
Coats
$25.00 up
Originally
$49. 50 up

Untrimmed Cloth
Coats

$10.95 & $12.95
Formerly
$19.95 up
Special Group of Skirts

$1.00
Our Representative at Bates

Tottie Coney '40
RAND HALL

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.
ESTABLISHED 1871

PHONE - 2143
29 Ash St. Lewiston Me.

Compliments of

SPORT SHOTS

[Orattaaad from vag»

By BUI Howland '4t

Because of the very Peat Interest
shown in the inter-dorm basketball
competition, an attempt is being made
Best performance of the week: Off-Campus hockey and basketto form a Basketball Club under the
ball teams, for cleaning up in Saturday's games.
sponsorship of WAA._Thi3, like the
recently formed Swimming Club, will
be on trial and will consist of about
It has been a long time since we Here and There
members selected by try-outs.
Bowdoin has Just organized its thirty
v..-.7 —
last had to sit down and pound out
basketball
team,
the
Independents.'
Many
girls
have signed up indicating
this column. Now that we are back
.....
A.. i~i., and tiiu ,!.,»ll •* .a
their
desire
to join, and the date for
again
this
season
.
.
.
It
is
doubtful
at the old job things are really buzztry-outs
will
be posted on th« bulleing in. Bates sportdom. In this sea- if they will be added to the Bobcats'
tin
board.
son, probably the biggest ever, we are schedule in a formal game, but Buck
Kathryn Goultt '40 and Patricia
occupied with varsity, freshman and Spinks' crew may play them in a
junior varsity basketball, varsity and practice session some afternoon . . . Atwater '40 will have charge of the
freshman indoor track, swimming and The hockey rink is a welcome addi- group that will be chosen by theii
winter sports, and inter-dorm compe- tion . . . those interested in hockey ability and technique in handling the
tition in hockey, handball, basketball, are expected to keep the rink clear of ball and in their knowledge of the
snow—a fair proposition . . . Coach game. Membership In the club will
and volleyball.
Thompson's riddled track team re- also enable the girls to get instrucs - a
ceived another blow when Mai Holmes tion and practice in coaching and refmet with a recurrence of a muscle ereeing. If the club is accepted by
The basketball team Is off—
injury which will undoubtedly con- WAA the girls in it will receive credit
and started in stride by losing
fine his efforts to pole-vaulting, and just as the members of the other
the close one at Maine. The rechamper him in that event . . . Bates sport clubs do.
ord now stands at two wins and
With Carnival so near at hand evcould sponsor a migEty One hockey
two losses, but this defeat at
team judging from Saturday's game eryone seems especially interested in
Maine was unexpected. Even
. . . Dick and Julie Thompson, Bill winter sports. To get in some extra
Coach Kenyon predicted a GarDonnellon,
Al Topham, and Walker practice and lots of enjoyment come
net win. However, the Pale Blue
Briggs
in
the
nets looked good for the on out to the rink on the hill. Four
always is a mighty tough club to
off-campus club. Warner Bracken hours of either skating or skiing (not
down on their home court. The
starred for West Parker, and other a combination of both, however) will
game was a thriller all the way,
good players in school include Ken tfive you WAA credit and proficiency
and that brand of basketball
Tllton
and Mike Buccigross . . . Pos- in winter sports. For the novices
should draw crowds in Lewiston.
sibly a team could be organized to 'here will be one hour of organized
play a challenge game with some skiing a week, the time to be ans - s
Lewiston and Auburn clubs ... A 1 ounced later; and those who desire
Here's one for the book! You can't good take-In for campus hockey fans instruction in skating are asked to
be a hero unless you're away from interested in seeing how the looals ign up with Tottie Coney '40 who Is
home. Red Raftery, who has been play the game would be a visit to St. coach of Winter Sports. The four
high scorer in three of the four games Dom's Arena ... Sunday the Cyclones hours required for credit may be taken
with the Bobcats, went BOme during play St. Dom's and fur should fly... at any time and in any week, but no
Christmas vacation with the full sta- these clubs are bitter rivals for the less than one hour of the sport may
ture of an established college star. city championship . . . Last year the be taken for credit. Sign up the time
Accordingly, he was asked to be cap- Cycs beat the Doms for the flrst time and the date of the sport in the gym
tain of his alumni basketball team to in 17 tries . . • this year, with both ou the list posted.
play the high school team of Nauga- featuring reenforced clubs, their first
The Round Robin tournament will
tuck (Conn.). Alas, either the high match resulted in a 4-4 tie - . • the get under way this week. Anyone
school youngsters had not heard of Cyclones present an imported goalie who has not signed up as yet and
Raftery's reputation, or they had no in their line-up in McEwan who hails who has had archery in gym can do
respect for their elders. At any rate from New Brunswick.
so with Coach Shorty Bailey '41.
they swarmed all over Red during
Shooting off may take place any
the game and held him to nary a
morning, from 1:30 to 2:30 any aftersingle point on the tally-sheet.
noon, and at 4:30 on any day the
gym is not being used by those taking
s-s
lasketball.
Remember to be sure to go out
Saturday evening, on Larry
In their first game since before the {01 basketball so as t^get in shape
Durgln's Sports Talk, Win DurChristmas recess, the Bates frosh for the Garnet and BlacS tournament.
gin was interviewed anent the
downed the Maine fcentral Institute There's a banner to wjn; and since
Garnet ski team. Win predicted
quintet, Saturday evening, by a tally neither team has much ^f an edge on
this to be the top season tor the
of 32-26. This was the third succes- the other, this is one "port which has
Bobcats with next year not
sive win for the yearlings of a three- much to do toward winning the banquite as good since Bob Ireland,
game history. The frosh looked a ner. So let's see you all out there
an important cog among the ski
little ragged in spots after their long practicing your dead-eye shots an>!
men, will have been graduated.
lay-off but managed to "Iceep six or tricky guarding.
Win explained the various types
eight points ahead of the preppers
of harnesses, ski equipment, and
all the way.
the terms used by skiers.
The Bobkittens put on their first
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
drive in the middle of the first peThe football schedule for 1940 was
riod and went into a 10-4 lead but disclosed early this week by Athletic
Double breasted midnight two last minute baskets by MCI cut Director E. Monte Moore. The. card
their lead to 10-8 as the period ended. features meets with no large colleges.
blue Tuxedos For Rent
Early in the second period the sec- It is as follows: Sept. 28, American
ond unit of the Mansfield machine en- International in Lewiston; Oct. 5,
tered the fray, where they more than University of New Hampshire at Durheld their own. When they left they ham; Oct. 15, Tufts at Medford; Oct.
Turn Down Shirt
left the game late in the period, they 19, Northeastern at Boston; Oct. 26,
had built up the lead to 16-10. One University of Maine at Orono; Nov.
Collar Attached
more basket by the first team gave 2. Bowdoin at Lewiston; Nov. 11,
the Bates boys an 18-10 lead at the Colby at Lewiston.
half.
MCI played much better ball in the
second half and had the frosh
to hold their lead. The end
Maroon Bow Ties, Shoe hustling
of the third period saw that lead

Monk Leads Scorers
To Defeat N. C L

$2.50

$1.95

HOWTH KENNEY

The swimming team will meet
Springfield College at the Auburn Y
Friday, according to a late announcement. Rawston, Springfield's New
England record holder, will compete
In his specialties, the 220 yard and
440 yard dashes.
The Bates swimming team takes to
the road for its second and third
meets of the season. On Saturday
they travel to Portland to splash with
the Portland Boys' Club and on Tuesday they invade Brunswick to clash
with Bowdoin. Both of these meets
should give the Garnet mermen an
excellent test of their 1940 strength.
The Bobcat opponents next Saturday, the Portland Boys' Club, walloped the Bowdoin junior varsity to
the tune of 42 to 24 last Saturday at
Brunswick. The Portland boys swept
all but two firsts and proved that they
have a well balanced team.
Tuesday, the 16th, the Garnet
mermen tackle their old rivals from
down the river, the Polar Bears. As
usual Bowdolu appears to have another strong team. Last Saturday
they opened their 1940 season with an
/mpresslve one-sided victory over Boston University, the score being 54 to
21. They swept every flrst place and
popped up with two new surprising
sophomore stars. Bob Fenger and Art
Keylor. Besides Fenger and Keylor,
Fisher, Jenklsson. Harr, and Marble
helped the Polar Bear cause.
However strong Bowdoin and Portland Boys' Club may appear, they are
sure to have a real fight from the
Garnet. The Bobcat prospects are
much brighter than last year as they
lost only John White via the graduation route. Among the many veterans
of last year's team are this year's cocaptalris Harold Goodspeed and Earle
Zeigler. stars In the longer swims and
the free style sprints respectively^
Therefore, both the meets at Portland
and Brunswick promise to be close
and well contested.

50c

I

St. DOM'S ARENA
Frosh Schedule Causes
Postponement of Relays

The Interclass Relays, scheduled
for Saturday, have been postponed to
17. Through some error In as62 Court St. Auburn, Me. Feb.
sembling the schedule, the freshmen
have a track meet this Saturday, and
thus could not compete In the relays.
PLAZA BARBER SHOP The freshmen are strong challengers
179 Main 8fc
TeL IKS
Lewiston to the supremacy of the seniors who
have won this meet three successive
It Pays To Look Well
We Specialize In Brock's Scalp Treat- years.
meat that Is Guaranteed to Care
This meet will be run off in conDandruff
junction with the frosh-soph meet
originally scheduled for Feb. 17. The
meet will be figured on the basis of
the freshmen vs. the sophomores, and
197 Main Street
the other two classes will compete at
the same time and the meet will also
OUB AIM IS TO 8ATI8FT
be scored on the basis of the four
separate classes.
WITH OUB QUALITY FOOD

FLANDERS

Purity Restaurant

"Complete Banking Service"

Bartletl Street
Jan. 12, 1940

Friday Eve.-8:15

ST. DOM'S vs WATERVILLE
Sunday, Jan. 14, 1940 At 2:00 P. M.

ST. DOM'S vs CYCLONES
Gen. Adm. 25c

OMI

The Colby team has lost to New
Hampshire, Trinity, Clark, and Hartwick, while they have defeated Northeastern and St. Anselm's. Reports
from the Waterville campus claim
that the pass-work has been good all
season, but the Mule eyes have not
started clicking until recently.
The Garnet squad will probably be
favored in tonight's game by the socalled experts on the basis of their
records and their promise as a team.
However, to win tonight and thus stay
in the running, the Garnet will have
to play more consistent ball than they
played at Maine- There has been too
much temptation to keep pace with
their opponents instead of sticking to
their own attack which has been
proven capable of use under fire.
Coach Spinks will probably start
Red Raftery and Vic Stover at forwards, relieving them with Harry
BRUD WITTY
Gorman, Art Belliveau and Johnnie
McSherry. The find of the season,
Don Webster, will start at center, and
he will be spelled by Ray Cool. The
old dependables Kenney and Witty,
The Bobcats, ordinarily a great will be back in the old stand at guard,
second half team, went into reverse with Norm Tardiff ready to hop in
and were passed by a great rally made for Howie, and Fred Whitten replacliy the Pale Blue in the second half, ing Brud Witty.
The game tonight will probably be
with the final score being 51 to 47
In a furious game played at Orono quite a battle and if past games are
any criterion, will be decided in the
Saturday evening.
last few seconds. If we are wrong
Don Webster and Red Raftery led on the last prophecy, it will certainly
tne Bobcats In a great first half spurt, be a relief to weak-hearted Bates
scoring 11 and 12 points" respectively, fans.
ilaftery scored on neat passes under
the basket, and Webster was superb
in battling in rebounds. Brud Witty
made several great one-man defence stands when two and three Maine
men swarmed down on him, only to
Within the next few days the laylose the ball to this stalwart guard.
The Bobcats employed a zone defense vee hoopsters will clash with two unthat was very effective for the first known opponents in an attempt to
half, despite the huge size of the Pale climb into the win column. This afBlue court. The first half was played ternoon they are slated to tangle with
with the Garnet using their organ! the stalwarts from Kents Hill. Little
is known of the strength of the Hillzatlon. set plays and continuity.
toppers except that their teams are
Thereby hangs a tale . . - When always worthy of respect. On Friday
the Garnet plays came out for the they face the Portland Y team.
second half, they promptly started
While they dropped tneir flrst enplaying free lance ball. Messieurs counter to the powerful Hebron team,
Tracy, Small and Wilson started con- there is every possibility that before
necting with long shots and the Bob- the season is finished the Bobcat seccats lead of 34 to 27 at the end of the onds will have a creditable record.
flrst canto started to evaporate. The Coach Spinks voiced the opinion that
large near-capacity crowd was on its the outfit is functioning as a unit betfeet for nearly the entire duration of ter than last year's group did at anythe second half in which the Garnet time during the season. McLeod, Auonly scored 13 and the Pale Blue coin, and Raymond are a trio of
counted 24 points. However, with only smooth workers who are coming
four minutes to play the Garnet was along fast and every man on the
still ahead by two points, when in- squad is potential varsity material.
stead of freezing onto the ball and As a whole the greatest need is actual
slowing down the game, the Bobcats nlay-experience to give the men polplayed faster than ever in an attempt ish and self confidence.
to bolster the lead. The result was
that Maine's forwards broke through
for three quick baskets in a demonstration that let pandemonium loose
in the gym. Harry Gorman and John
McSherry showed amazing speed,
while Artie Belliveau came through
with some beautiful passes in the few
minutes that he played.

Waterboys Face Week Maine Edges Garnet
With Three Swim Meets As Series Opens 5147

HOCKEY ! !

String Style and All
Other Styles

Colby Invaders
Here For First
Series Home Tilt

OUT TO DO BUSINESS TONIGHT

Basketball Interest
Prompts Co-ed Club

Res. Seats 40c

Hilltoppers To Attack
layvee Hoopsters Today

WHOM*

The summary:
MAINE (61)
Small. If
Stearns, If
Harris, If
French, If
Tracy, rf
Whitten. rf
Burke, rf
Curtis, c
Ledger, c
Arbor, lg
Roberts, lg
Wilson, rg
Else, rg
Totals
BATES (47)
Raftery, If
Belliveau, If
McSherry. It
Stover, rf
Gorman, rf
Webster, c
Cool, c
Witty, lg
Kenney, rg
Tardiff. rg
Totals

G
*
*
1

°
6

*
°
°
2
1
3
B

°
23

G
8

°
2
3
3
B

*
°
°
1
21

FG
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
" 6
FG
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
5

Pts
8
2
2
0
13
2
0
0
4
4
6
10
0
51
Pts
12
0
4
6
8
11
2
1
1
2
47

BETTE* GET
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This time the Prof
con go to the head
of the class. He'll tell
you how much support Bass Ski
Boots give you, what beauties they
are, and about their modest price
($6.00 up). You don't need a textbook for this course, just a pair of
Bass Boots and you'll get all A'hhs
in skiing. To get a line on the Bass
linfu come in today —

C. L PRINCE & SON
30 Bates St., Lewiston Me.

BASS
SKI BOOTS

For Tickets
George S. Chaletzky.

11 West Parker

James P. Murphy

EAT AT

INC.

STECKINO'S

TUFTS

Lewiston Trust Co.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

SERVING

BROTHERS

LEWISTON, MAINE

Lewistoa Monumental Works

Italian & American

Printing Specialists
MS KIDDLE ST.

LEWISTOH

Telephone 1710

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

HAYES' DINER
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

orr. SUS-JOUBJIAL — TBL. IMO — LEWISTOIC, MADTB

6-10 Bates Street

Lewistoa

Telephone 4o84-R

Foods
Where Ton Get Large Dinners
104 MIDDLE ST.
LEWISTOH
For Private Parties Call 85«4

roxm
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AT THE THEATRES Engagements
[Coatuiow tnm raa* OB*]
EMPIRE
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - Jan. 11, 12, 18
Jamea Stewart and Marlene Dietrich in "Destry Rides Again".
Entire Week of Jan. 14
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
with Charles Laughton.
AUBURN
Wed. and Tkura. . Jan. 10 and 11
"The Women" with Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosalind Russell
Fri. and Sat. ■ Jan. 18 and 18
"The Crlsco Kid and the Lady"
Cesar Romero, Marjorle Weaver.
Sun. Mon. Tues. ■ Jan. 14, 15, 16
"The Wizard of Oz" with Judy
Garland, Frank Morgan Bert Lahr.

Brown To Speak At
Annual Stu. G. Banquet
Monday night, Jan. 15, is the date
of the annual banquet of the Women's
Student Government Association. Mr.
Rollo Walter Brown, the guest speaker, will lecture In the chapel after the
banquet.
In addition to Mr. Brown, the
guests will be President and Mrs.
Clifton Daggett Gray, Dean Hazel M.
Clark, Dr. and Mrs. Edwin M.
Wright, and Prof, and Mrs. Paul
Whitbeck.
The committee in charge of the affair consists of Frances Clay '40,
chairman, Elinor Wilson '40, Ruth
Ober '41, and Virginia Day '41.

Next year Hazel wants to teach
English somewhere In Massachusetts
and then in about a year from this
next June they'll be married, and. if
possible, they will live in the southern part of New England."
Stanley Williams—Mildred Stevens
Stanley Williams '40 was engaged
to Miss Mildred Stevens" of 101 Montrose avenue, Portland, on Christmas
eve. Miss Stevens Is a graduate of
Deering High School, Westbrook Junior College, and Boston University.
She is employed as a secretary in the
business offices in the Maine Eye and
Ear Infirmary in Portland. "Stan"
Is also a graduate of Deering High
School and attended Portland Junior
College. At Bates he has been active
in many clubs and outside activities.
No date has been set for the wedding.
Jane Good—William Soule
The announcement of the engagement of June Good '41 to* William
Soule was made during the Chfistmss
holidays. Mr. Soule is a graduate of
Bowdoin Coll?ge, a member of the
Student Council there and the Zeta
Psi fraternity. He was also a star
track and football man. He did postgraduate work at Boston University
and last summer received his M.A.
at Bates. They plan to be married in
June.
Miriam Vaughn—Gordon Engllnplne
Miriam Vaughn '41, a science major
of the junior class. Is engaged to

Debaters Meet N. H.
Before Kiwanis Today

Rivals Renew Clash As
Thornton Meets Frosh

David Jenpings '41 and Patrick
Harrington '42 debate the University
of New Hampshire this noon before
the local Kiwanis Club with the visitors, Stanley Shmlsskis '40 and Forest Parsons '42. proposing Isolation
as the American foreign policy.

Garnet Tangles With
Wildcat Five Tuesday

A freshman track squad, termed by
Coach Ray Thompson to be the smallest in yearSi will Inaugurate their
season this Saturday against Thornton Academy of Saco, in the local
cage.
This year'S frosh squad numbers
only 14 members, the smallest turnout in years. Several prospective
point winners have deserted the running game and turned to skiing this
winter and this combined with the
loss of strachan, * star hurdler,
makes the outlook none too bright.
Coach Thompson is counting, on a
couple of his cross-country men to
come through with a majority of the
points in the coming meet. McLauthHn, the undefeated cross-country
star, is figured to take down laurels
in both the mile and the 1000, while
Ken Lyford, also a member of the
harriers, is counted on to bring home
the bacon in the 600, the broad jump,
and the low hurdles. Other men to
watch are Welch, Tufts. Gates, anc
Thompson.
The highlight of the meet will
probably be the high jump duel between South Portland's Tommy Winston of the Frosh and Ladd, Thornton star. These two boys were keen
rivals in high school competition,
each holding several victories over
the other and they will be eager to
continue the clash.
The freshman squad is made up of
McLauthlin, Lyford, Welch, Winston,
Tufts, Gates, Thompson, Boucher,
Metzilevich, Hamlin, Stoughton, L.
Smith, Howarth, and Vaughan.

A rampaging Wildcat basketball
team comes out of its lair in Durham,
New Hampshire, to scratch with the
Bobcats Tuesday evening. The New
Hampshire quintet is stronger than
ever this season and is out to continue their streak of victories over
the Bobcats.
In their last game the Wildcats
bowed to mighty Tufts by a score of
47 to 38. The Wildcats showed a well
balanced scoring front as every one
of nine players entered the scoring
column. In the backcourt the NHU
team boasts of Griffiths who, although
a guard, has been the team's high
scorer in several games. Matt Flaherty, hammer throw champ and AllNew England football player, teams
up with Griffiths at the oth.r defense
post. Monica plays center, and the
flashy forward, Cryans. holds down
one offensive post. Cryans is a sophomore and Is rated as one of the best
forwards to enter the New Hampshire
Institution. Adams, a consistent floor
man, teams up with Cryans. Leading
substitutes include Zedorsky, Hodgon,
Plante and Hall, the last named being another football star.
The Bobcats will floor Witty and
Kenney at guard, Webster at center,
Raftery and either Stover or Gorman
at forward.
John McSherry will see plenty of
service as a substitute, as will Artie
Belliveau, Normle Tardiff, and Pete
Haskell. Fred Whitten and Dick Raymond also may see service.

Tuesday night two junior varsity
teams are debating before a Leavltl
Institute audience at Turner Centre
on government ownership of railroads In which Stanley Smith '42 and
David Nichols '42 are speaking on the
affirmative and Thomas Howarth '42
and Robert McKinney '42 upholding
the negative.

Last Minute Changes
In Courses Announced
"he following are last minute course
changes as announced by the office of
the Registrar:
History 212 will not be given:
Philosophy 380 will not be given;
Philosophy 330 will be given; Geology
202 will be open to freshmen who
have taken Geology 101.
Gordon
ployed
Miriam
set for

Philip Eglinpine who is emby the General Electric Co.
stated that no date has been
the wedding.

Review of Year . . .
IContiaaad from Put *•»!
November 1—Frosh rules dropped today... that Is all but coed rules! Too
bad, Freshmen! "Our Town", the first
play of the season, showed up even
New York productions.
November 15—Mothers of Freshman
and Junior women had a busy week
end. I wish I lived nearer school.
A flying course was offered to
Bates students. Poppy Giles was
the first coed to enroll. A memorial to "Goosey" Chase Is to be in
Coram Lib.
November 22—The Library is to be
open on Sundays from now on. It
certainly will help. Soph Hop
will be this week. Thanksgiving
dance.
December l^jVarsity initiation. As
usual. 'Naff fed! Went to hear
Burton H|lmes give a lecture tonight.
«
December 19—Norman Marshall was
elected President of the Freshman
class. Well, when I come back
from vacation 1939 will be over.
1940 at Bates ought to be bigger
and better! Let's help make it the
best yet! Happy New Year!

Walmsley

.

.

.

rOatfowt •'••m Tmm rtmml
one on the Problems of Physical Education, Health and Recreation. She
^ill also take two-point courses: one
in Leisure Time Problems, the other
In Physical Diagnosis.
But Professor Walmsley will not
forget Bate? entirely on her leam for
she is already scheduled to speak at
the Bates New York club's next
meeting.
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SERVICE
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Intramural Program
Announced For Week
Intramural schedule for the coming
week:
Wednesday, Jan. 10—Handball,
Roger Williams-John Bertram.
Thursday. Jan. 11—V' leyw11 Roger Williams-John Bertram, S.46; Basketball, Roger Williams-Off-Campus,
7:00.
Friday, Jan. 12—Hockey, Off-Campus-John Bertram, 3:30; Handball)
Off-Campus-East Parker.
Saturday, Jan. 13—Hockey, East
Parker-Roger Williams, 2:00; Volleyball, Off-Campus-East Parker, 2:30.
Monday, Jan. 15—Handball, West
Parker-Roger Williams: Basketball,
John Bertram-West Parker, 7:00.
Tuesday, Jan. 16—Volleyball, West
Parker-Roger yilliams, 3:45.

I

Frosh-M.CI.
[Continued from Pas* lint)

sliced by one point and the tally
reading frosh 22, MCI 15. Coach
Mansfield again sent in the reserve
unit as the last quarter began, but
they didn't fare as well. As MCI
started a potential Frank Merriwell
fnish, the starting five returned to
the game. The score was then 28-24.
Baskets by Norm Boyan and Ted
Sweet put the game on Ice and the
laurels were showered on the frosh
for a conquest in their third straight
win.
Outstanding players of the game
were Carl Monk, of ' the invading team, and Mickey Puila of the
preppera. The pair tied for high score
honors of the evening each collecting
a tally of ten points. Monk scored
four baskets in six attempts, and held
a 100% average in the free throw column by claiming two for two.
The summary:
BATES
O
FG Pts
Sturgls, If
0
0
0
Smith, If
1
4
6
Boyan, rt
1
3
1
Mullet, rf
0
0
0
Monk, c
4
2
10
Wight, e
1
3
1
King, lg
l
2
0
Tardiff, lg
1
0
2
Sweet, rg
3
6
0
Josslyn, rg
0
0
0
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Annual January

CLEARANCE
of MEN'S WEAR
Broken sizes and color assortments, of course, but if your size is
here, the values are certainly outstanding.

No Belt Pajamas - - $1.65 pr
Regularly $3 a pahMiddy or notch collar, mostly all woven fabrics.

Sizes A, B, C, D.

Other Men's Wear Clearance priced
Silk or Wool Ties
Madras Shirts
Wool or Silk Mufflers
Tie and Mm'fler Sets
Shirts and Pajamas
Men's Shirts
Flannel Pajamas
White Shirts, Sanforized
I're-shrunk Shirts

Open Forum
(Continued from P»« Twol

done in the past three months about
the situation until Mr. Pomeroy took
the floor last Saturday.
Everyone knows that the "reception room" and "wolf" conditions are
bad ones. The administration, faculty,
and least of all the Bates students do
not have to be told that what goes on
in the reception rooms is not a good
idea, nor does it make sense to any
of them that a boy who takes two
girls out should be dubbed a "wolf".
It is because we are a small coed college that such difficulties are present
but that doesn't mean that they can't
be overcome.
The "wolf" problem is a complex
one because evidently It is an old
Bates tradition to go steady. However, if the reception room problem
were solved the "wolf" one would be
minimized. Mr. Pomeroy's suggestion to cure the evils were good ones.
Perhaps we cannot have a new Joint
game room or a soda bar in the near
future but why can't we start off In
the right direction and have radios
in the reception rooms, allow the girls
to have small parties, and serve light
refreshments. (Leave it to a Bates
man to suggest food!) Bates studentsthank goodness, are not too blase to
get together and have fan playing
games, dancing, and eating. The reception room would become the place
for the gang to get together and have
a good time. If this became the thing
to
do
the-couple-in-every-couchcorner-business would go out. Being
with the crowd would be the Important thing and there would be less
en.phasis in going steady.
The response of the student body
to Don Pomeroy's speech showed how
much they are interested In improving the situation as well as how much
ihey appreciated Mr. Pomeroy in general for getting up on his feet and
starting something about it.
As for you, Mr. Editor, the STUDENT ought to be a real help in such
an enterprise, don't you think? It is
a good Hecate who keeps the witches'
brew well stirred.
June Atkins "43.
P.S.—Orchids to Don Pomeroy!

Were
31
32
$1
31.60
31.35 $1.65
31
32
31.66
31.36

Now
7**
11.66
79e
91
«1
50c
11.60

ILK
$1

and probably Vies and records would
be donated willingly by the students.
These are suggestions which, if followed, might be a decided improvement. If there are enough people
who think so, why don't we work
for It?
Betty Avery '42,
Lib Stafford '42,
June Hathaway '42,
Dolly Ml'liken '42,
Dotty Matlack '42,
Ruth Carter '41.

Shi. G. Holds Coffee
For Soph. Girls Sun.
A coffee for the girls of the sophomore class was held Sunday afternoon from 2 to 2:30 o'clock, in the
Women's Union on Frye street. Mrs.
Rosa L. Foster was hostess, and
Eleanor Wilson '40 and Virginia Day
'42 were in charge of arrangements.

The College Store
h far
BATES STUDENTS

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC
198 Middle Street
SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
Agent
JOE SHANNON '41
8 West Parker

A Bates Tradition
GEO. A. ROSS
SAT IT WITH ICE CBEAM
ELM STREET

To the Editor.
Bate. 1904
We would like to place an emphatic
stamp of approval upon the suggestions set forth in the recent chapel
talk on coeducational conditions.
LADIES' PIPES
One of the most most helpful and
needed ideas seems to be the initia- With Bed, Bine, Tel'ow and Green
Steals — fa Zipper Caaes
tion of a coed playroom where It
would be possible for the "guys" and
only 11.19
girls to get together during the day
and play such games as ping-pong,
pool, cards, etc. Obviously this suggestion seems to point toward 18 Ask St
Lewistoa
"downstairs" in Chase Hall and obviously that would arouse Justifiable
objections on the part of the eds who
COLLEGE STREET
prefer privacy. However, isn't it
within the realm of possibility that
SHOE HOSPITAL
8
32 somewhere, aside from the present
Totals
12
AH Kinds of Skae Eepalrlng
MCI
G
FO Pts male domain, i room could be found
Doherty. If
3
7 that might be appropriated for coed1
67 College St
Lewistoa, Me.
ucational amusements?
2
4
Wakefleld, rf
1
6
A suggestion that was missed —
Koris. c
2
1
0
0
Squires, c
0
that has been wandering around camRogers, lg
0
0
0 pus Intremittently for quite awhile is
10
Pulia, rg
5
0
the instigation of Vic-dances for an
hour or so, following dinner, two or
Totals
U
4
26 three times a week. This is one Idea
Referees: McCall and Buckman.
that doesn't appear to Involve any
1
Time: Four 10's.
drastic changes in the present order
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R. W. CLARK
DRUGGIST
George P Larrabee, Proprietor
Reliable - Prompt - Accurate - Coarteeas
CORNER MAIN and BATES STREETS
TELEPHONE US

Compliments of
Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Poet Office Tel. 1115-M

Call 4040
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